), even though AMPK activity varied substantially (Figincubation of LKB1 with a mixture of protein phosphatases 1, 2A, and 2C had no effect on its ability to activate ure 2D). These results suggest that LKB1 is constitutively active and are consistent with a previous study that AMPK (results not shown).
discrepancy. For instance, it is possible that a factor tion, which leads to a concomitant increase in the AMP:ATP ratio [4] . AMPK is also activated in response required to mediate the stimulation of LKB1 by AMP was present in the partially purified AMPKK preparation, to treatments that do not alter adenine nucleotide levels, e.g., incubation with the anti-diabetic agent metformin but it is either not present in the expression system or it is lost during the immunoprecipitation procedure used and hyperosmotic stress [16] . AMPK can be activated by pharmacological manipulation using the cell-permeable to isolate recombinant LKB1 in our study. Clearly, further work is required to investigate the effect of AMP on adenosine analog 5-amino-4-imidazolecarboxamide (AICA) riboside, which is phosphorylated to ZMP, an phosphorylation of AMPK by LKB1.
LKB1 is phosphorylated by a number of protein ki-AMP mimetic [17]. To examine whether LKB1 activity is regulated, we immunoprecipitated LKB1 from lysates of nases at distinct sites, although the role of phosphorylation on LKB1 activity is unclear [15] . AMPKK activity H-2K b muscle cells treated with stimuli known to alter AMPK activity [16] . LKB1 activity did not change signifiis known to be unaffected by incubation with different protein phosphatases [10] . Consistent with this result, cantly in response to any of the conditions tested ( Figure  2C ), even though AMPK activity varied substantially (Figincubation of LKB1 with a mixture of protein phosphatases 1, 2A, and 2C had no effect on its ability to activate ure 2D). These results suggest that LKB1 is constitutively active and are consistent with a previous study that AMPK (results not shown).
In cells, AMPK is activated in response to ATP deplereported constitutive AMPKK activity in a pancreatic ␤ cell line [13] . We cannot exclude, however, the possibilpossible that inhibition of Hsp90 affects AMPK by some other mechanism. ity that the conditions used here cause phosphorylation or other modifications of LKB1 that are lost upon subseWe next sought to modulate LKB1 activity in a specific manner using a genetic approach. We expressed wildquent isolation, and hence no augmentation of activity or effect of phosphatases is observed. One potential explanation for this observation is that U/mg (n ϭ 6). AMPK activity was also reduced by as much as 70% after activation by hyperosmotic stress expression of catalytically inactive LKB1 does not lead to total inhibition of endogenous LKB1. Alternatively, it (0.5 M sorbitol), while AMPK protein expression was unchanged (Figures 3D and 3E) . Thus, this effect of is possible that another kinase, capable of activating AMPK under basal conditions, is present in the cells, radicicol on AMPK activity is consistent with a role for LKB1 in activating AMPK in vivo, although it remains and we are currently investigating this possibility. 
